Junior Java Developer for Derivatives
Solutions (m/f)
Erste Group IT International (EG IT INT) is the IT service provider of Erste Group, supplying solutions to all
entities. It provides development, implementation and integration as well as operation of group-wide
solutions. Aimed at offering the best service at the best price, EG IT INT plays a key strategic role within
Erste Group.
The Vienna based development team for derivatives solutions is responsible for custom-made
enhancements to a third-party software called Calypso, which is a front-to-back operated system for
processing interest rate, credit, FX and equity derivatives.

Job Description


Customize the product to meet Erste Group’s business needs



Implement custom code in JAVA based on given concepts



Collaborate with business analysts to find the best solutions for our customers




Test and review the code of other developers
Help the support team to ensure high availability of the system and trouble-free daily operations

Job Requirements


Excellent education in the field of computer science, mathematics, physics or related areas



Development experience with client-server applications (Unix/Linux, Java,
SQL) of approx. one year



Basic knowledge about tools (Eclipse, SVN, Jira, Jenkins) and concepts (Swing, JDBC, RMI, J2EE,
XML, JMS) is an advantage



High performance computing knowledge is an advantage



Desire to work in an international environment dealing with complex financial products



Motivation to learn about financial products like interest rate, credit, FX and equity derivatives



Good command of English is expected; German or any additional language is advantageous



Ability to work both independently or as a member of a multi-cultural project team



A successful candidate should be committed, reliable, flexible and open to continuously learn about
a complex system and acquire business knowledge

Our Offer


The chance to join a team with passionate people, highly specialized in what they are doing,
committed to deliver high-quality services every day.



The position offers the possibility of continuous development of both technical skills and business
knowledge. It is an excellent opportunity to work in an international team located in Vienna
cooperating closely with business. We want you to become a trusted partner of our key-users.



We offer you a job with great opportunities in a dynamic and exciting environment, wherein we
support your professional and personal development at all times.



Our employees appreciate attractive career opportunities, flexible working hours, numerous social
benefits and a professional working atmosphere.



We guarantee a competitive and performance-related salary dependent on your professional and
personal qualifications. We are obliged by law to quote the minimum wage of EUR 32.700,- gross
per year for this position.

Interested?
We are looking forward to hearing from you! Link to online application:

https://www.erstegroupit.com/en/career/positions-Austria

Additional Information
Ing. Alexander Terrer, MSc
+43 (0)5 0100 – 17761
alexander.terrer@erstegroup.com

